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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore the current state of data commercialisation and
external distribution in the Finnish real estate and construction (REC) sector. We focus on how
companies could more effectively benefit from digitalisation, with more holistic utilisation of data
from smart buildings. We assess the current state of data utilisation and distribution using a start-up
company analysis and industry workshops. According to our research, the data from smart buildings
is gathered on a large scale but very seldom distributed outside company borders. The reason for
this almost non-existent external data distribution is the lack of value of the external data. As a
solution, we propose the Internet of Buildings framework. The framework is based on a platform
ecosystem model that is complemented with data commercialisation roles. It takes into account the
current data-related opportunities and challenges in the sector. Within the framework, we suggest
stakeholder roles and modes of interaction that promote value creation from smart building data.
The framework can be used as a starting point for developing data commercialisation and external
data distribution in the sector.
Keywords: smart buildings; data commercialisation; data distribution; platforms; digital technologies;
value creation; buildings services

1. Introduction
The ongoing digitalisation of today’s society is expected to cause disruption and value shifts
in several industries [1]. One of the key assets in digital business is the data that can be refined to
increased value through data analysis and business transformation [2,3]. Data analysis has been
named as one of the four major technology trends of this decade [4]. The term ‘business intelligence’
refers to “a set of technologies and processes that use data to understand and analyze business
performance” [5]. It has been successfully used in many sectors to help enterprises better understand
their businesses and markets and to make timely business decisions. Davenport and Harris [5] state
that the utilisation of data analytics in strategic decision-making will likely lead to better business
performance and competitive advantage. Big players in the information technology (IT) sector such
as Google, Amazon and Facebook have developed themselves into multi-billion-euro enterprises,
with business ideas, including data gathering and analysis, as major components.
The maturity model of digitalisation is presented by Iyer and Venkatraman [1]. In digitisation
1.0, firms create products and services, which are able to generate data about their users or customers
in various settings. This data can be then used to remotely and conveniently modify these products
or services in the future. Digitisation 2.0 is about the inter-industry distribution of the ‘in-context’
data gathered by smart products and services. With the exchange of this data, it is possible to fulfil
customer needs with products and services across organisational boundaries. According to Iyer and
Venkatraman [1], contrary to common conceptions, the real industry disruptions and value collection
opportunities are actually related to digitisation 2.0 rather than 1.0.
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Digitalisation is not a new theme in the real estate and construction (REC) sector. However,
studies show that the REC sector is still in the early stages of implementing digital solutions [6,7].
Nevertheless, the REC sector is likely among the industries that are attractive for “cross-boundary
disruptors”, as presented by Burgelman and Grove [8]. One relatively recent example from the
literature of a company emerging from another industry into the REC sector is Google. In 2014,
Google acquired Nest Labs, which was best known for its learning thermostats. With Nest as a lead
device and Android as the software, Google is now reaching for the opportunities of “connected home”
markets [1]. Several other companies, e.g., Apple and Amazon, which traditionally operate outside the
REC sector, are also trying to grab a share of the market with their platforms and evolving ecosystems.
One example of the embodiment of digitalisation in the REC sector is smart buildings.
Smart environments such as, but not limited to, smart spaces, smart homes, and smart buildings
are given rather identical definitions in the academic literature. According to Cook and Das [9],
a smart environment is “one that is able to acquire and apply knowledge about the environment
and its inhabitants in order to improve their experience in that environment”. King’s [10] definition
for a smart home is “a dwelling incorporating a communications network that connects the key
electrical appliances and services, and allows them to be remotely controlled, monitored or accessed”.
Harper [11] defines smart home as “a residence equipped with computing and information technology,
which anticipates and responds to the needs of the occupants, working to promote their comfort,
convenience, security and entertainment through the management of technology within the home and
connections to the world beyond”. In this article, we use the term smart building for smart homes and
all other types of buildings that encase smart spaces. Smart buildings tend to bear Internet of Things
(IoT) solutions, which refers to utilising sensors, actuators, and data communication technology built
into physical objects, enabling the tracking, coordination, and control of those devices across a data
network or the internet [12].
Given the recent expansion of smart buildings in the REC sector, opportunities in gathering
previously unreachable data regarding, for example, building conditions, indoor environments,
and human behaviour in buildings are now simple matters [1]. Additionally, the rapid accumulation of
big data that smart buildings enable brings along novel business opportunities that have been utilised
extremely successfully and on a large scale in other industries, especially information technology [3,4].
Gartner, in his IT glossary, provides the definition for big data as “high-volume, high-velocity
and/or high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information
processing that enable enhanced insight, decision making, and process automation”. According to
Brock et al. [2], value from big data can be utilised either in advanced analytics by “analyzing data
to solve specific business problems” or in business transformation by “leveraging data to build new
business models, disrupt competitive markets and develop new revenue streams”. Data gathered from
buildings by, for example, various sensors and actuators fits relatively well under this definition of
big data, especially on the scale of multiple buildings or even an entire national smart building stock.
Although possibilities for enabling innovative insights from big data increase when moving from the
single-building level towards the regional and national building stock level, all big data drawn from a
smart building or buildings is referred to as ‘data’ throughout this article.
It is already possible to monitor, record, store, and analyse the data from smart buildings; data of
conditions and user behaviour in buildings is gathered all the time [1,13–16]. Stored and properly
analysed data can provide extensive knowledge of the conditions (e.g., occupancy, indoor air quality)
and users (e.g., preferences, behaviour patterns) in a smart building. This knowledge may be utilised
in numerous ways, for example, in optimising cleaning and waste management processes; preserving
heating, cooling, and lighting energy with demand-responsive and on-demand solutions; reducing the
need for an energy production marginally by predicting energy consumption from past behaviour
patterns; and providing improved security and tailored health services [17–19].
Prior to drawing value from data through analysis, the data first must be gathered, distributed,
and refined. Platforms have been described as technological facilitators for data value creation [3].
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Generally, platforms are an established way of promoting innovation and co-operation among
several industries, especially with high-tech businesses driven by information technology [20].
Major enterprises such as Microsoft, Apple, and Google provide hardware and software solutions
for computers and other devices that serve as ‘industry platforms’. Gawer and Cusumano [20]
define industry platforms as “products, services, or technologies developed by one or more firms,
and which serve as foundations upon which a larger number of firms can build further complementary
innovations and potentially generate network effects”. Network effects occur when users benefit
from better offerings brought by more complementors, and an increase in users leads to demand-side
economies of scale and makes the platform more attractive to complementors. Network effects are
claimed to be behind the fast growth and competitive advantage of platforms across industries [21].
For some time now, platforms have been used in collecting big data, which has then been used in
developing new business insights, improving core operating processes, enabling faster and better
decisions, and taking advantage of changing industry value chains [2,3]. Additionally, Thomas and
Leiponen [3] present platforms as an excellent way to utilise external big data in companies in
data-intensive industries.
The distinction between smart buildings and platforms is important in understanding how data
is commercialised in the built environment. To highlight the role of agency in the development of
platforms, Gawer and Cusumano [20] juxtapose platforms with the de facto technological standards
that emerge as a result of an evolutionary process. The emergent standards represent users’ shared
expectations for particular products and can act as industry-wide foundations, upon which firms
build their own offerings. Such “dominant designs” arise in a complex process that is not planned
or managed [22,23]. Smart buildings do not constitute a well-defined entity but a domain within
which there are multiple complementary and conflicting technological trajectories that manifest as a
variety of products, services, technologies, and standards. Platforms, on the other hand, are distinct
and manageable.
This paper explores the current state of data commercialisation in the REC sector. Our research
deals with how companies in the REC sector could benefit from digitalisation by utilising the novel
asset of data from smart buildings. Based on the literature, we suggest that distributing the data
between companies could provide them with valuable knowledge related to their clients and operating
environment. Furthermore, extensive knowledge of their clients could provide them with a competitive
edge in the markets. To conceptualise the untapped potential in the sector, we aim to answer to the
following two research questions:
1.
2.

Does the business model of gathering and externally distributing data from smart buildings
already exist in new digital business openings in the REC sector?
What are the challenges of external data distribution and utilisation in the REC sector, and how
can they be overcome?

The empirical part of the study first concentrates on the current state of commercial data utilisation
in new digital REC businesses. For that purpose, we study the business ideas of REC-related start-up
companies participating in Europe’s leading start-up event, Slush. After analysing the state of data
utilisation, we move on to the second phase of the study. In order to understand the challenges that
digital business models face in conservative mainstream REC operations, and to discuss potential
solutions, we review two industry workshops that were organised for this purpose. We itemise existing
and missing roles and modes of interaction in data distribution and utilisation that promote external
data distribution from smart buildings. Finally, we present a tentative theoretical framework for a
digitalised real estate business called the Internet of Buildings framework.
The framework is based on empirical analyses of the REC sector, as well as the literature on
platforms and ecosystem theory from other industries. The term Internet of Buildings has been
previously used in academia, e.g., [24,25], and industry, e.g., [26,27], to refer to diverse data from a
network of smart buildings. Our focus is on the commercialisation of this data. Additionally, the term
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Internet of Buildings is apt for differentiating the framework as a business platform from physical
Internet of Things products and services.
The paper is divided into five chapters. The empirical research process involving the Slush dataset
and industry workshops is described in the second chapter. The results of these analyses are then
presented in the third chapter. The main findings of the study and the Internet of Buildings framework
are introduced and discussed in the fourth chapter. The last chapter discusses the uncertainties of the
study and provides suggestions for future research.
2. Research Process
This exploratory study introduces and discusses a tentative theoretical framework for external
data distribution in the REC sector based on the literature and qualitative analyses of empirical data.
The empirical part of the study includes two phases. First, a content analysis of the descriptions of
around 1600 start-up businesses was conducted. The analysis was supported with visits to company
webpages for additional clarification. Second, two industry workshops were arranged, where the
focus group method was utilised for data collection, and a thematic analysis of the data collected
was conducted. The two research phases have different subjects and independent research materials,
which are analysed separately. The results of the first phase were used in steering the second phase.
2.1. Slush Start-Up Data
For the first phase of the empirical part, the data was gathered during the Slush 2015 start-up
and tech event, which was organised in Helsinki on 11 to 12 November 2015. Slush is an established
convention, where start-up entrepreneurs can meet with investors, founders, executives, and the
media. In 2015, a total of 15,000 attendees and 1700 start-ups gathered at Slush, and nearly 6000
meetings between investors and start-ups were organised. The dataset consisted of structured
descriptions of 1594 international start-up companies that submitted the required information to
the organisers. Originally, the material was created for the participating investors in order to provide
them with information about the participating start-ups prior to the convention. In addition to the
names, nationalities, business types, tracks, and industries of the start-ups, the dataset included brief
descriptions of the companies themselves, their products, the current market and competition situation,
and estimated growth capabilities.
Prior to the actual data analysis presented below, the Slush dataset and a few start-up interviews
in the convention were used suggestively in formulating the study. The dataset was examined and
used for selecting start-ups that operate in the REC sector. Those that appeared most interesting were
then interviewed about the digitalisation aspects of their businesses. The semi-structured interviews
provided perspective into the state of digitalisation and the current development trends in their digital
business environments. The pre-examination of the dataset and the interviews steered the research
into the current themes and had an important influence on the formulation of the research questions of
the study.
In the actual content analysis of the Slush data, a single data reduction and the first categorisation
of the reduced data were conducted simultaneously, based on whether the start-up businesses were
implicitly or explicitly related to buildings. Of the 1594 start-ups examined, 196 were defined to
be at least implicitly related to buildings, and thus there were selected for further analysis. Next,
the reduced data was categorised based on the current markets. Of the 196 businesses somewhat related
to buildings, 168 focussed on business to business (B2B), 109 on business to consumer (B2C), and 27 on
business to government (B2G) markets. The figures are overlapping because a large percentage of the
start-ups were found to operate in several markets. Finally, the third categorisation of the reduced
data was based on the ‘short description’, ‘company description’, and ‘product description’ included
in the original dataset. The third categorisation considered two different criteria: (a) the company is
gathering data from smart buildings that could be valuable to other stakeholders and (b) the company
is gathering and distributing valuable data from smart buildings. It is noteworthy that the information
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was provided by the companies themselves and that there was a limited amount of space available for
the content they provided. Therefore, it is assumed that the start-ups highlighted the most relevant
aspects of their companies and products in the brief descriptions. An example table of the data and
analysis is presented in the Supplementary Materials (Table S1).
2.2. Industry Workshops
The second phase of the empirical part was organised to explain the results of the first phase and
provide evidence for the development of the Internet of Buildings framework. Two industry workshops
were arranged in Espoo, Finland, in the spring and summer of 2016. Altogether 37 representatives of
different organisations were invited to the workshops, resulting in 25 participants in the first workshop,
21 in the second one, and 17 participants who took part in both workshops. The invited organisations
were selected to represent various roles in the digitalising REC sector in Finland, including those of
well-established REC companies, start-ups, and other organisations interested in the opportunities
of the digitalising built environment. The start-ups that were invited to and attended the workshops
were among the Slush participants analysed in the previous phase of the study. The focus group
method was utilised for data collection in the workshops, and a thematic analysis of the collected data
was conducted.
In the first workshop, the interviewees were first given a short introduction to the idea of external
data distribution and then instructed to freely move between five stations, where they worked in
groups to produce five canvases to illustrate the chains and networks of both existing and missing
roles and modes of interaction in data distribution and utilisation. The canvases were not intended
to systematically answer a set of questions but instead to outline what kind of data from smart
buildings is already available and how it can be useful in business; who has access to data from smart
buildings; who can collect, manage, or process it; who may find it useful; and, finally, what kind of
co-operation between corporations could support external data distribution. Each of the five canvases
was given its own theme: (1) data that can support the maintenance of buildings; (2) utilisation of data
collected by building engineering systems; (3) utilisation of location and occupancy data; (4) utilisation
of the building information model (BIM) in the use and maintenance phase; and (5) the creation
and management of big data. The participants were advised to approach the topic in a positive
way, concentrating on what already exists, as well as the possibilities. They were asked to highlight
information regarding value creation and potential business benefits. The material outcome of the first
workshop included these five canvases, which were then analysed. The findings were later presented
to the participants for possible critique.
The second workshop was divided into two phases. In the beginning, the results of the first
workshop were presented, and the participants were divided into two groups to further discuss the
findings. The interviewees were asked to consider possible new roles and new modes of interaction
and to generate ideas of new business models for better utilisation of digitalisation opportunities and
related consumer involvement. After a short break, the participants were introduced to the theoretical
concept of platform ecosystems. Two groups were formed again to discuss the possible applications of
the presented theory on the REC sector, in particular as a basis for more extensive and beneficial data
distribution and utilisation. In both phases, one of the groups mainly concentrated on opportunities
and benefits, and the other group mainly on risks and challenges. The discussions were not intended
to systematically answer a set of questions but instead to outline how consumers are encouraged to
become active and what they can produce; how the data and content produced by consumers can be
utilised in business; which barriers prevent this utilisation; which risks consumer involvement entails;
how an ecosystem could solve the problems of external data distribution and enable new business;
what might prevent an ecosystem from being formed; and which risks would need to be considered.
The participants were allowed to change groups during the conversations. The discussions were
recorded in written form.
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The workshops provided evidence for the second research question: What are the challenges of
external data distribution and utilisation in the REC sector, and how can they be overcome? The five
canvases that were produced in the first workshop to illustrate networks and modes of interaction in
data distribution and utilisation revealed two interrelated findings. First, the current roles and
modes of interaction that different actors were recognised to have in data distribution and utilisation
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The workshops provided evidence for the second research question: What are the challenges of
external data distribution and utilisation in the REC sector, and how can they be overcome? The five
canvases that were produced in the first workshop to illustrate networks and modes of interaction in
data distribution and utilisation revealed two interrelated findings. First, the current roles and modes
of interaction that different actors were recognised to have in data distribution and utilisation were
seen as insufficient. The potential for multiple businesses to benefit from external data and multiple
actors to have access to data was thought to exist, but an orchestrator for distribution, referred to as a
‘databank’, was seen to be missing in between. Therefore, it was suggested that a databank would set
the values for datasets, facilitate the trade of data, provide storage for data, and arrange the processing
of data.
Second, the current transaction-based business logic in the REC sector did not appear to support
the external distribution of data and new modes of networking for data distribution. There seemed to be
an urgent need for a model of capturing and sharing the value of closer co-operation in data gathering
and distribution. The main reason for companies not taking the role of data distributor seemed to be
lack of initiative, not the potential value. However, data on location and occupancy, user preferences,
indoor conditions such as temperature and air quality, and maintenance triggers were already being
collected and utilised internally to improve working conditions and make maintenance more efficient.
The findings were presented in the second workshop for critique but did not provoke questioning.
The transcribed discussions in the second workshop provided more detailed insights. The demand
for external data was quite obvious, as the interviewees named concrete uses for the data, for example:
“resource optimisation in maintenance and services through cross-border data collection and utilisation”
and “as a 3D start-up, we would benefit from easily accessible additional data—it would make our
operations faster and more cost-efficient”. They were rather confident that the technology needed for
excessively gathering data is already available. It was stated, for example, that “it is no problem to
bring smart technology into old or new buildings” and that “there are already presence sensors in
many places”. It was brought up that especially health and security issues in buildings are already
prominent business interests. Moreover, the shortening life cycles were seen to enable new solutions in
modulation, portability, recyclability, and availability on order.
However, the revenue logic for data distribution was seen to be missing; for example, when it was
stated that “everyone’s got data and everyone wants to do business, but no-one knows how”, “the data
is wanted, but they are not ready to pay for it”, and “data has no value if it’s not being used—no-one
will buy it if they don’t know how to use it”. The interviewees doubted if an external data distribution
orchestrator’s role could be economically profitable, stating, for example, “this is not platform—it
doesn’t make sense to do business that only spends money”.
It was repeatedly mentioned in the second workshop that various real estate services are produced
separately, and the companies operate in silos without significant co-operation in data gathering
and distribution. For example, an interviewee said that “the sector is shattered and we live in
silos”. Furthermore, it was pointed out that business intelligence often has only a minor role in REC
companies, and many organisations are entirely outsourcing technical functions, including information
and communications technologies (ICT). Nevertheless, the brief introduction to platform ecosystems
that was given to the interviewees led to a productive conversation about platform opportunities
in both focus groups. It was agreed that users should have a significant role in the ecosystem,
and activating the building users was seen as a positive challenge. The interviewees stated, for example,
that “it is important to get users involved”, “benefits have to be remarkable enough to activate use”,
and “adequate benefits can turn objection into excitement”. Knowledge sharing between buildings
and their users especially provoked active conversation. Discussions of platforms led to privacy and
security issues that were seen to be critical for success in user profile services. The discussion entailed,
for example, statements such as “sensitivity divides generation”, “there can be strong reactions in
social media”, “better service can be a motive for allowing monitoring”, and “data security plays
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a major role”. It was highlighted that digitalised physical spaces can be highly vulnerable to data
security risks: the “physical impacts of security breaches are bigger than in other sectors”.
The interviewees presented two examples of readily available platform ecosystem settings.
First, a regional public transport operator could provide infrastructure, data, and customers for
small service providers, who would, in turn, add value to the public transport services. In the
discussion, it was remarked, for example, that “we produce infrastructure and aim to increase the
number of users, but it requires additional value—could be fun, convenience or comfort—for which
we provide the infrastructure and a mass of customers” and that “an ideal business partner for a
start-up is an established actor that has the infrastructure and produces data”. Second, a regional
waste management operator already provides facilities and materials for circular economy start-up
companies. An interviewee explained that “we have tons of materials and good piloting facilities,
and we are looking for multiple partners who have innovative ideas of using those materials”.
Co-operation between well-established REC companies and novel start-ups was seen to have high
potential in reforming the business models.
4. Findings and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to find out whether the companies in the REC sector are gathering
data from smart buildings and whether external data distribution is already a part of their business idea.
Additionally, means to promote currently marginal data distribution and utilisation were considered.
The synthesis of the Slush and industry workshops analyses provided the answer for the first
research question: Does the business model of gathering and externally distributing data from smart
buildings already exist in new digital business openings in the REC sector? According to the Slush
analysis, a majority (154 of 196) of building-related start-ups are gathering data and using it to
complement or develop their products or services. The data is gathered, for example, from user
behaviour patterns, user health, or indoor conditions, to name but a few. The large-scale data gathering
indicates that the availability or costs of the technology required for gathering diverse data is not an
obstacle among start-up firms, but rather a way to provide additional value to the customer. However,
distribution of the data outside the companies’ own use seems to be very rare, as only nine of the
154 start-ups considered commercialised external data distribution as part of their business idea.
The results of the workshops support these findings. It was discussed that external data would be
useful in other companies’ service development, but the sector is still missing business models, as well
as vital roles in external data distribution. The empirical results are also supported by the literature,
suggesting that smart home services are currently developed, designed and delivered individually
rather than holistically between the industries [17]. Thus, a significant share of the opportunities
provided by data, which is one of the key resources of digitalised business, might be significantly
unexploited in the sector. After all, external data distribution provides means for product and service
development and integration beyond company and even industry boundaries, which, according to
Iyer and Venkatraman [1], will cause the real disruption and value shifts of digitalisation.
According to the industry workshops, the reason for the marginal external data distribution seems
to be a lack of value of the data. This issue is discussed in the context of big data commercialisation by
Thomas and Leiponen [3]. In order to create value for external data distribution and use, the authors
suggest that data distribution and refinement should be carried out through a platform ecosystem.
Likewise, in the workshops, platforms were seen as a suitable way of gathering and distributing data.
Thomas and Leiponen [3] introduce the stakeholder roles for value creation in data ecosystems that will
disrupt businesses across industries. In the first workshop, the currently non-existent orchestrator of
external data distribution between the companies was referred to as a ‘databank’. The responsibilities
of the databank can be recognised as the roles of data suppliers” and “data custodians” in the platform
ecosystem roles presented by Thomas and Leiponen [3]. According to the article, it seems that the
data commercialisation for feasible external data distribution requires more roles than just a single
orchestrator. However, following the structure and value creation models of data ecosystems might be
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a suitable starting point in developing the roles of orchestrators and external data distribution business
models in the REC sector as well.
The workshops indicate that the REC sector is currently lacking roles for the large-scale external
distribution and refinement of the data between the service providers. This problem concerns both
technology and business. There are currently numerous projects and other initiatives that are proposing
technical solutions for collecting, distributing, and aggregating data from multiple sources. Most often,
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data value creation. The Internet of Buildings framework combines the platform ecosystem model
and the data commercialisation roles for a suggestive starting point of development for external data
distribution in the REC sector.
At the centre of the framework is the platform. The platform provides the infrastructure and rules
that enable and govern connections between three types of entities: users, complementors, and smart
buildings. In other words, the platform is a distinct organisational actor, the owners of which have
control over its governance. Depending on the platform, users can include, for example, residents,
consumers, and employees. Complementors include service providers and other firms that develop
complementary products and services that improve the offering of the entire platform. Users and
complementors can be the same actor at different times. For example, users can also create and share
their own content, contributing to the overall offering. Smart buildings refer to both physical structures
and the various technologies that make them ‘smart’, that is, technologies that integrate buildings’
subsystems and connect buildings to enable efficiency gains and new functions. Attracting many users
and complementors and incorporating many smart buildings creates network effects and increases the
value of the platform for all.
As industry platforms do not emerge, but are developed by one or more firms, the framework
needs another type of actor: platform owners. The owner typically takes the role of the platform
leader [20,21]. The owner is in the best position to appropriate value from the platform because
he/she typically has control over membership and some critical resources or proprietary technology.
However, balancing value creation at the network level and appropriation at the firm level requires care.
Sometimes it is necessary to subsidise unprofitable parts to ensure the functioning and profitability of
the whole system. In addition, the owner must incentivise complementors to develop complementary
products and services in order to make the benefits of participation clear. Few products and
technologies have the potential to be platforms. In order to fill this role, it must solve a business
problem for many firms and users in the industry [20]. In the context of the REC sector, aggregating
and making sense of the many individual streams of data from smart buildings is an area that has
potential to benefit both firms and users.
The flows of data are explained using the six roles in big data commercialisation by Thomas
and Leiponen [3]. Users, complementors, and smart buildings have the role of data suppliers.
They provide unrefined raw data, visualised in Figure 2 with solid arrows. The data can be, for example,
sensor-collected data on indoor air conditions, location data from users, or service frequency from
complementors. One of the problems that was identified in the workshops is that, although data is
extracted, there is little incentive for its distribution because the data is not considered to be valuable.
In the Internet of Buildings framework, this problem is mitigated with the introduction of the platform.
The platform can take multiple roles. Its main roles are those of data custodian and data aggregator.
The former means acting as a gatekeeper, controlling access to data and ensuring its quality. This role
is particularly important for establishing trust and maintaining privacy. Data aggregator is responsible
for the collection, aggregation and repurposing of data from multiple sources.
The platform can also have other roles, although the following are perhaps more likely to be
taken up by complementors. The role of application developer means designing and building tools to
analyse data. Service providers, as the name implies, provide new services based on insights from the
data to customers. Data managers organise and clean information to make raw data more accessible to
others. The Internet of Buildings framework, complemented with the data commercialisation roles of
Thomas and Leiponen [3], is presented in Figure 3.
The technological platforms, which will be responsible for gathering and distributing the
data, may be some of the existing platforms or, alternatively, completely new ones. The technical
requirements of the platforms were not studied in this research. However, the existing platform
types have specific advantages. The well-known platforms from the mobile device industry have
already-established ecosystems. On the other hand, the IoT platforms from industrial manufacturing
might be lagging behind in ecosystem participants and governance but be more robust in the sense of
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Figure 3. The Internet of Buildings framework including the roles of data commercialisation (based on
Gawer and Cusumano [20] and Thomas and Leiponen [3]).

Companies in the REC sector seem to be greatly concerned that they are losing the platform race
against global platform giants, that is, that they will be reduced to producers of ‘dumb walls’ and
generic service providers fighting each other with diminishing returns on someone else’s platform.
However, although companies in the built environment might still be far from perfecting the recipe
for turning smart technology into good business, the investments made by some of the largest global
players out there have not been all that successful either. For example, Google’s $3.2 billion investment
in Nest in 2014, a home automation producer, is thought to be ‘underperforming’, and its future under
Google is considered to be at risk. Alphabet (Google’s parent company), IBM, Siemens, Amazon,
and other global technology companies are, of course, experimenting with various technologies and
offering their solutions to public sector clients in particular, but none of them can be said to have
created the definitive platform.
A possible problem for the IT giants is that they are expanding into the built environment only
for the data, without understanding the operating logic and peculiarities of the sector, in order to
strengthen their existing revenue models that revolve around analytics and advertisements. If this is
the case, then the built environment sector companies that do understand the context and nature of
the sector should not sink into pessimism but understand that they are in a better position to create
value with the users. This prediction was supported by the relatively advanced ideas of platform
ecosystems in the industry workshops. Furthermore, it should also be kept in mind that the platform
orchestrator is not the only path to success in the digital economy. All six of the roles in big data
ecosystems presented by Thomas and Leiponen [3] can be highly profitable.
There are some limitations in the study. The Slush dataset provides only a limited amount
of description for each start-up, and therefore the categorisation had to be made with incomplete
information of the start-ups and their products. Particularly, the description of usability of data for
other stakeholders left much room for varying interpretations. Thus, it was categorised rather implicitly.
Additionally, although the participants of the workshops represented the whole REC sector quite well,
they still cannot be considered to accurately reflect the state of the sector. Thus, the conclusions based
on the workshops are indicative rather than accurate. Furthermore, the workshop results that are
relevant to this study and presented in this paper are not the main findings of the thematic analysis
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but only selected parts of it. Therefore, they are somewhat disconnected from the wider context of the
discussions, which slightly compromises the focus group method.
5. Conclusions
The findings of the study introduce the Internet of Buildings framework, which is a tentative
model for external data distribution and data commercialisation in the REC sector. The roles in the
big data commercialisation ecosystems presented by Thomas and Leiponen [3] could be used as a
starting point in developing the suitable data commercialisation ecosystems for the sector. External data
distribution and value creation could promote improved decision making with advanced data analytics
and business transformation.
However, the value creation for the data increases customer value only when the REC companies
are able to develop platform-compatible business models. Current businesses in the sector cannot
genuinely benefit from data from smart buildings, as they are restricted by business models that are
not able to integrate data analysis into everyday processes. The Internet of Buildings framework
could be used by companies to recognise the already adopted and still missing data commercialisation
roles in company networks. Companies could then continue to push towards a functional data
commercialisation ecosystem by developing their business models to fill all the necessary roles in
the data value creation chain. Recognising the suitable roles for specific REC sector stakeholders
is definitely an important area for future research in this field. Given that the scope of data
commercialisation in this study was limited to the Finnish REC sector, another potential topic for
future research is the divergence in the development of different countries.
Supplementary Materials: The following is available online at www.mdpi.com/2075-5309/7/4/104/s1, Table S1:
An example table of the Slush data and analysis.
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